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United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
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E-mail: adel.abdellatif@undp.org
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WHO
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Arab Administrative Development Organization (ARADO)
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Arab Tourism Organization
Mr. Walid Al Rifai
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Ms. Mona Kassem
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Tel.: +202 24183011
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Mr. Adel M. Khalil
Economic Advisor
CAEU
Cairo
Tel.: +202 37610681
Email: adelmkhalil@yahoo.com

Ms. Dalia Hamed Ly
Economic Expert
CAEU
Cairo
Tel.: +202 37602459
Email: dalia_ly19@yahoo.com

Mr. Gaeth Elfaouri
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CAEU
Cairo
Tel.: +202 37602459
Email: gaethfaouri1@yahoo.com

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
Mr. Mahmood Hafud
Executive Office of the Ministers of Social Affairs Council and Ministers of Labor Council, GCC
Manama, Bahrain
Tel.: +973 17530202
Email: mahmoodhafud@gmail.com

Arab Academy for Science, Technology and Maritime Transport (AASTMT)
Mr. Moustafa Abdelkader Rashid
Executive Coordinator for Arab Affairs and Chairman of International Transport Department AASTMT
Cairo
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Email: mostafa.rashid@yahoo.com
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Peace without Limits (PWL) International Organization
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Secretary PWL
Cairo
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